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1st Aliya (Kohen) –  Shemot 33:12-16

After the grave sin of the Golden Calf, God
initially threatens to wipe out the nation. He then
relents, allowing the nation to survive, but
without His direct supervision. Rather, an angel
would guide them. Unprepared to accept God’s
response, Moshe appeals to God to directly
‘accompany’ the nation and requests that the
Children of Israel retain a special status, distinct
from other nations. God agrees to both requests
(see Rashi’s commentary).

2nd Aliya (Levi) – 33:17-19

Sensing a moment of Divine favour, Moshe asks
God to show him a vision of His Divine majesty.
God responds that no mortal can see Him and
live, but He will show Moshe as much as
possible.

3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 33:20-23

Moshe is told that he will experience this
revelation situated in a hollowed-out rock on
Mount Sinai. He would be shown only a vision of
God’s “back” (so to speak) but not His “front”.
The Talmudic Sages explain that Moshe would
see God wrapped in a tallit like a chazan, wearing
tefillin on His head.

4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 34:1-3

God instructs Moshe to carve a new set of
Tablets, containing the same words as the first
set, which Moshe had broken when confronted
with the sin of the Golden Calf.

5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 34:4-10

Moshe ascends Mount Sinai with the new
Tablets, as commanded. God now appears to
Moshe, as he had requested, and teaches him

the 13 Attributes of Mercy. Moshe appeals to
God to endow Israel with His full guidance and
protection.

6th Aliya (Shishi) – 34:11-17

God declares to Moshe that He is making a
covenant with the people. After entering the
Land of Israel, they must neither follow the
idolatrous ways of the Canaanite nations nor
intermarry with them.

7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 34:18-26

The mitzvah of coming to the Temple with an
offering for the three festivals (Pesach, Shavuot
and Succot) is restated, as well as the mitzvah to
redeem a first-born male child (pidyon ha’ben )
and not to mix meat and milk.

Question: Which activities are specified as
examples of prohibited activities on Shabbat?
(34:21). Answer on pg.6.

Maftir

Maftir is read from a second Sefer Torah, from
the section of parashat Pinchas detailing the
extra offerings brought during Succot.

Haftarah

The prophet Yechezkel (Ezekiel) relates chilling
details of the messianic war of Gog and Magog.
God’s wrath will fall upon Gog. The entire earth
will tremble in awe. It will be an overwhelming
demonstration of God’s power and might.

Point to Consider: Why is this particular haftarah
read on Succot?
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3In memory of Malka bat Peretz

The Simcha of Succot 
by Rabbi Gideon Sylvester, United Synagogue Israel Rabbi

In 2014, Pharrell Williams
released a song called
"Happy". It rapidly became a
number one hit and the most
downloaded song of all time.
Describing ecstatic joy, its
lyrics include the line, "Clap
along if you feel like a room

without a roof".  Perhaps Williams was thinking
about our roofless structure, the succah! After
all, Succot is our premiere festival of happiness,
referred to by the Talmudic Sages as zman
simchateinu (the time of our happiness).

The idea that religions should celebrate
happiness is not self-evident. In his historical
novel Arthur and George, Julian Barnes portrays
a religious character as suspicious of joy. 
Any pleasure is usually accompanied by the
adjectives ‘guilty’, ‘furtive’ or ‘illicit’. Similarly,
Elizabeth Gilbert writes in Eat, Pray, Love that 
her religious Swedish family: "look like, if they
had seen anything pleasurable, they might have
stomped on it with their hob-nailed boots".

The great philosopher Rabbi Yehuda Halevi
(1080-1145) argued that this is not the Jewish
way. Happiness is in fact a way to serve God:
"Your contrition on a fast day does not bring you
closer to God than your joy on Shabbat or Yom
Tov" (Sefer HaKuzari II:50).

Ironically, Gilbert points out, societies which
prioritise happiness, often find happiness
elusive. Vast amounts of time and money are
poured into social media and the entertainment
industry, but they are largely dedicated to
distracting us from reality rather than creating
genuine happiness.

So what is the recipe for the simcha of Succot?
First of all, the Torah connects the festival of joy
to the financial security which comes from
harvesting our crops (Devarim 16:13-14). The
Torah recognises that our happiness depends on
a basic level of well-being. Living in towns and
cities, we are often not mindful of our
dependence on agriculture. It can take floods,

famines and the growing consciousness of
climate change to remind us just how vulnerable
we are to the elements and how for much we
have to be grateful to God (see commentary of
Rashbam, who lived in the 11th and 12th
centuries, to Vayikra 23:43) 

Yet consciousness of our condition and
appreciation of our quality of life should not be
reliant on crises. So in the midst of our
prosperity, at the festival of joy, the Torah takes
us from the comfort of our homes and sends us
out to the succah, reminding us that we have 
not always had comfortable abodes. As we
marched out of Egypt into the desert, we lived
in makeshift shelters, achieving joy even in the
most primitive conditions.

This indicates that joy is not just about our
material succss; it is also about the contentment
that accompanies a sense of meaning and
fulfilment. That is why Succot follows on the
heels of Yom Kippur. When our sins have been
forgiven and our relationship with God has been
restored, we are ready for happiness.

However, satisfying our own physical or spiritual
needs is not quite enough. Real joy requires
community, and that means celebrating with
others; sharing our joy with friends, family and
those who may feel alone.

In that way, Succot creates enriching,
wholesome simcha.

Israeli Chief Rabbi David Lau and President
Reuven Rivlin welcoming guests to the succah
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4In memory of Yaacov ben Shmuel

Re-Connecting in Tishrei    
by Rebbetzen Rina Shindler, Richmond United Synagogue 

I grew up hearing stories
about great scholars and
their communities that, in
times past, were enveloped in
an atmosphere that was
almost tangible in its
intensity. Walking into the
great halls of a pre-war

European yeshiva like Slobodka or Novardok
during the months of Elul or Tishrei, one would
be swept along by a tidal feeling of awe. For
many of us, however, the High Holiday liturgy
can feel foreign. God may seem remote, as does
the feeling of having wronged Him. Having to
face up to our shortcomings can be daunting
and sometimes propels us to run from the
discomfort we feel. 

A particular parable regarding the awe of these
days profoundly changed my perspective on
what the month of Tishrei is all about. 

Joe works in high tech in London and often does
business in the Far East. Although highly
successful in a competitive field, Joe values
family life over everything else. He is blessed
with a wonderful, loving wife, Nicole. Together
they have a close and meaningful relationship.
Their love has grown over the years and they
share everything together. Each one feels that
they are truly blessed. 

One weekend, Joe finds himself stranded in a
foreign location, having missed his flight, with no
available flight until Monday evening. Feeling
lonely, he goes out to find something of interest
to do with his free time. As he walks around, a
woman approaches him and tries to engage his
attention. Joe walks on. However, when this
scene repeats itself several times, Joe thinks to
himself, “Here I am, alone and lonely, stranded
halfway across the world with nothing to do. 
I could choose to do anything at all and no one
would ever know anything about it...” 

He is immediately shocked by this thought, but
nevertheless the truth of it echoes in his mind.
Joe considers the possibilities for a moment, but
when he tries to imagine acting on his desire, he
is struck by the thought of his intense love for
Nicole. He knows with absolute certainty that
were he to take this step, he would be creating
irrevocable damage to the most precious
relationship that he has in his life. 

“It’s true, Nicole would never know and never
suspect. But I would always carry the knowledge
with me and nothing would ever be the same
again between us”. Joe turns and walks quickly
in the opposite direction. As he strides away, 
his fear transforms into a surge of conviction and
commitment to the one he loves.

Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are days where
we face up to the mistakes we carry with us, 
the ways in which we have betrayed our
Beloved – God. We cannot harm God, nor can
we wrong him in any way. Yet it is the damage
we have done to our personal relationship, the
gaping loss of deep connection to Him, that 
we seek to recover. The High Holy days gives us
an incredible opportunity to do so.

Following on from the togetherness of Yom
Kippur – when we are forgiven, when we
reconnect and reaffirm our deep love – comes
Succot. It is a time of intimacy and closeness
with God; we sit in the succah surrendering
physical security, totally trusting our Beloved.



5In memory of Devorah Bat Avraham

Beating the Aravot
by Michelle Bauernfreund, Director of the Ma’ayan Programme 

On Hoshana Rabba, the
seventh day of Succot,
there is a well-known
custom to take willow
branches (aravot) of the
type that we use in our
arba’at ha’minim set (four
species) and beat them 
on the ground.

Why do we take the willow branches rather than
any of the other species?

One explanation given is that the process of
beating aravot is like a silent prayer for rain,
alongside the formal verbal prayer for rain that
we say the next day, on Shemini Atzeret. The
willow branch is the most appropriate species for
this because it is the most ‘thirsty’ of all of the
species, most dependant on rain, and therefore
has a natural link to water and rain. In addition,
the Midrash (Rabbinic teachings) tells us that the
Four Species represent different parts of the
body; the lulav represents the spine, the
hadassim (myrtle branches) the eyes; the etrog
the heart; the aravot (willow branches) represent
the mouth, thus connecting them to prayer and
making them suitable for this purpose. 

The Midrash provides another explanation about
what the arba'at haminim represent. They
symbolise four types of Jew. The etrog, which
has a good taste and aroma, represents
someone who is both a Torah scholar and
righteous in their actions. The lulav, which is tasty
(the palm tree grows dates) but does not have a
fragrance, represents a Jew who is a Torah
scholar but is not virtuous in their deeds. The
hadassim (myrtle branches) which smell nice but
do not have a flavour, represent those who are
righteous in their actions but are not learned in
Torah. Lastly, the aravot (willow branches) do not
have smell or taste, and therefore represent
someone who acts through habit, rather than
because of learning or acquired virtues.

Some commentators explain that the process 
of beating the willows is connected to this
Midrash. For example, Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak
HaKohen Kook (1865-1935) explains that we 
use the willow, representing a more simple
person, because such people, no less than the
righteous or the learned, are a crucial part of 
the nation and, through the mitzvot that they
perform, play a vital role in the spiritual impact of
the Jewish people.

This second description of what the arba’at
haminim represent has another valuable
message when considered in the context 
of Hoshana Rabba.

On Succot, we bind all of the species together,
to demonstrate that our community is made up
of different types of people. On Hoshana Rabba,
the custom in some communites is that the
aravot are taken out of the actual bundle of the
four species and then beaten on the floor. At this
point, the arba’at haminim are rendered invalid as
they are missing an element. By separating one
part out, we destroy the whole. Our community is
most successful and flourishing when we are
unified, each person contributing in their own
way towards the success and strength of the
Jewish people. The symbolism of what happens
when we separate out the aravot on Hoshana
Rabba therefore reminds us that each of us has
a crucial role to play in the community.



6In memory of Yitzchak Ben Yaacov

Answer:  plowing and harvesting
Jewish Contemporary Ethics Part 43: Medical Ethics 5 –
End of Life and Assisted Dying
by Rabbi Dr. Moshe Freedman, New West End Synagogue 

It is important to note that
Jewish law not only
recognises the sanctity of
every individual life, but, 
as Rabbi Professor J. David
Bleich of Yeshiva University
puts it: “Judaism also
regards every moment of

life, regardless of its quality, as endowed 
with infinite value” (Time of Death in Jewish 
Law, p. 127). This axiom makes the issues
pertaining to the end of a patient’s life very
complicated and often at odds with
contemporary thinking.

Given that every case is unique and that there 
are many medical, ethical, legal and halachic
factors at play, this article should be taken 
as a broad introduction to some of the key
principles regarding the treatment of those 
who are nearing the end of their lives, which is 
of course a a painful and emotional subject. 
Real cases must be brought for consultation to 
a rabbinic authority, alongside professional
medical care.

In 1995, after extensive consultations, a number
of leading Israeli rabbinic scholars, including 
the late Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach 
(1910-1995), who was often consulted by 
the staff of Shaare Zedek Medical Center, wrote
that any proactive action that hastens the death
of a patient is forbidden.

With regards to withholding short-term
treatments, the Director of the Medical 
Ethics Unit at Shaare Zedek, Rabbi Professor
Avraham Steinberg, notes that it is permitted 
to withhold the commencement of medical
treatment that may extend the life of a terminally
ill patient, in order to allow the patient to 
die, especially where such treatments may 
cause more suffering. However, this only applies
in cases of terminally ill patients who are dying 
of a known fatal illness. The decision not to
initiate treatment must be carried out with the

patient’s consent. Rabbi Steinberg notes that 
it is the patient’s suffering and not the ‘quality 
of life’ which is the determining factor
(Encyclopedia of Jewish Medical Ethics III, pp.
1059-1060).

Whilst positive actions to speed up death may 
be forbidden, there are early precedents to 
pray for a merciful death for someone who is
suffering from a terminal illness. For example, 
the maidservant of Rebbi Yehudah HaNassi, 
who compiled the Mishnah, noticed his suffering
and prayed for him to pass away (Talmud
Ketubot 104a). Prayer is a request to God, 
which leaves the ultimate decision of life or death
is in His hands.

Human logic may lead us to think that a
hopelessly poor quality of life, unbearable
suffering and the wishes of a terminally ill 
patient should be the primary forces in
determining when life should end. In addition,
supporting the terminally ill is emotionally
draining, painful and can leave the carer or
relative feeling powerless and ineffectual. 
Yet while everything must be done to ease 
the suffering of others, it is not in our hands 
to decide when life should end, for “our thoughts
are not God’s thoughts, and our ways are 
not God’s ways” (Yeshaya 55:8-9). 



      

God as Creator    
by Sharon Radley, Head of Education, Tribe

The Untaneh Tokef prayer is
the one of the highlights of the
Rosh Hashanah service. Every
year it profoundly affects me.
Not only because of its
haunting melody but also due
to the emotional power of its

words. The description of God being “like a
shepherd pasturing His flock” and the depiction
of mankind as a “fading flower” and a “broken
shard” are vivid metaphors that have stayed with
me since childhood, when I first stood next to my
mother in shul, trying to visualise those images
in my mind.  What aspects of God did the author
of this prayer wish to emphasise to us when we
recite it, especially at this pivotal time of the
year?

The word ‘yatzar’ (meaning ‘created’) appears
repeatedly in this prayer and has as its root the
letters r-x-y. This root runs like a leitmotif through
the Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur prayers. In
Untaneh Tokef it signifies God as our Creator who
knows our inclinations, our personal feelings and
leanings. Both ‘Creator’ and ‘inclination’ in
Hebrew come from the root  r-x-y.

In the moving prayer Ki Anu Amecha – ‘For we
are Your People’ – that we recite on Yom Kippur,
we once again find this word. We sing “Anu
peulatecha v’Ata Yotzreinu”, meaning that ‘we
are God’s handiwork and He is our Shaper’. 

In the poem Ki Hinei Kachomer, God tells the
prophet Yirmihayu (Jeremiah) that the Jewish
nation’s relationship with God is like clay in the
potter’s hand (Hayotzer). A potter takes the clay
into his hands and automatically knows how
pliable the clay will be; whether the clay will be
strong enough to take pressure or if he will need
to gently coax it into shape. The more the potter
understands the clay, the more perfect the final
product will be. 

The anonymous author of this piece wanted to
express the omniscient and meticulous nature of
God by using concrete examples, casting Him as
a consummate craftsman. He goes on to depict
God as a skilled embroiderer who will make the
curtain “even at will and uneven at will’. He will
know whether to make his designs straight and
symmetrical or uneven and asymmetrical. 

These descriptions of God as the careful,
meticulous yotzer allow us to consider how we
are fitting into His plans: are we complying with
His designs for the world, as related through the
Torah? However, these prayers also encourage
us to consider our own aspirations for the year
ahead, so that we should emulate His ways in
crafting our own actions with care and precision. 

The partnership that Tribe enjoys with the families,
communities and schools of our participants
enable us to offer them opportunities best suited
to their individual needs. May God, as He shapes
the year ahead, answer all of our prayers
favourably. 
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Focusing on the Present 

by Rabbi Chaim
 Gross, Editor Daf Hashavua

The Torah reading for 

the first day of Rosh

Hashanah 
relates 

that

Sarah told Avraham
 to

send 
away 

Yishm
ael

(Avraham
’s own son) and

his m
other Hagar. God

com
m

anded Avraham
 to

obey Sarah’s instruction, which he did. Hagar

and Yishm
ael found them

selves wandering in the

desert and Yishm
ael was dying of thirst. After

Hagar had given up hope of her son surviving,

the Torah relates:

“God heard the cry of the youth, and an angel of

God called to Hagar from
 heaven and said to her,

‘W
hat troubles you, Hagar? Fear not, for God has

heeded the cry of the youth in his present

state’” (Bereishit 21:17).

W
hat is m

eant by these seem
ingly superfluous

words “in his present state”? The Talm
ud (Rosh

Hashanah 16b) reports a background debate

between God and His angels. They argued that

Yishm
ael did not deserve to be saved as his

descendants would persecute the Jews. Yet God

replied to them
 that Yishm

ael should not be

judged on future events, if at that point of tim
e -

“in his present state” - he did not deserve to die.

God therefore “heeded the cry” and saved him
.

These verses contain an im
portant m

essage for

us as we face judgem
ent on Rosh Hashanah.

Future forecasts and predictions are not part of

God’s calculation as He considers our lives.

Rather, as the Talm
ud sum

s up: “a person is only

judged according to their current deeds”.

However, the Jerusalem
 Talm

ud adds a further

dim
ension, which has dram

atic ram
ifications for

us on Rosh Hashanah. The sage Rabbi Yehoshua

ben Levi brings another verse as a source for the

teaching that a person is only judged according

to their current deeds: “If you are
pure and

straight” (Job/Iyov 8:6). He points out that the

verse does not question whether we were

previously pure and straight, focusing instead on

the present. 

In other words, explains Rabbi Shlom
o W

olbe 

(d. 2005), not only are future predictions ‘ignored’

by God (as in the case of Yishm
ael), but our past

is also not considered as we approach His

judgem
ent. Even som

eone who m
ay have erred

severely in the past can m
erit a good decree if

they act appropriately on the days of Rosh

Hashanah. The focus in judgem
ent is exclusively

on the here and now. 

This creates a wonderful opportunity – no one

should go into Rosh Hashanah with feelings of

despair that they are a ‘lost cause’ due to their

past m
isdem

eanours. Those are not in the

reckoning on these days. 

On 
the 

other 
hand, 

this 
also 

creates 
a

trem
endous sense of responsibility. Every action

that we do on Rosh Hashanah has the power to

determ
ine our year ahead – how we speak, how

we act towards others and how we attem
pt to

focus on our prayers.

This new insight explains why, unlike on Yom

Kippur, there is no m
ention of previous sins or

transgressions in the Rosh Hashanah prayers. It

m
ay also explain why the Talm

udic Sages tell us

that on Rosh Hashanah we are supposed to be

“happy and trem
bling”, instructions that, at first,

sound contradictory. Our happiness is that,

regardless of the past or the future, we have

hope in judgem
ent. The trem

bling is our sense of

awe that our deeds during these two days are so

powerful that they them
selves are the key to a

positive verdict.
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First Day Rosh Hashanah 
The Torah reading is divided into five aliyot, taken

from a section of parashat Vayera (Bereishit 21).

Avraham’s wife Sarah is 90 years old and

childless. On Rosh Hashanah, God had

‘remembered’ her. Our reading begins with the

subsequent birth of Yitzchak. Sarah sees the

potential negative effect that Avraham’s wayward

first son, Yishmael, could have on Yitzchak. She

tells Avraham to send away Yishmael and his

mother Hagar. God tells the reluctant Avraham to

do as Sarah has requested. Hagar and Yishmael

are travelling in the desert and Yishmael is dying

of thirst. An angel appears, telling Hagar that a

great nation will come from Yishmael. A well of

water miraculously appears.
Point to Consider: In what way was Yishmael

being ‘wayward’? (see Rashi to 21:9)
Haftarah First DayThe first two chapters of the Book of Shmuel

(Samuel) relate the moving story of his birth.

Elkanah had two wives, Channah and Peninah.

Peninah was blessed with many children, but

Channah was childless. Every year, the family

would make the journey to the Mishkan

(Tabernacle) in Shilo. One year, Eli the Kohen

spots Channah at the entrance of the Tabernacle

courtyard. She is praying fervently for a child. 

Eli mistakenly thinks that she is drunk. After 

he confronts her, Eli is corrected by Channah,

who explains the reason for her prayers. 

Eli promises Channah that God will answer her.

After returning home with Elkanah, Channah

conceives and gives birth to Shmuel. Channah

composes a beautiful song, praising God’s ability

to reverse fortunes.

Second Day Rosh Hashanah
The reading is from the end of parashat Vayera

(Bereishit 22) and depicts Akeidat Yitzchak (the

Binding of Yitzchak). Avraham, who is well over

100 years old, is told by God to take his son

Yitzchak to Mount Moriah and bring him as an

offering. Having previously been told by God that

Yitzchak would be his heir, and having always

encouraged Avraham’s acts of compassion and

kindness, this Divine instruction seems to defy

logic. Nevertheless, Avraham obeys, showing

that his devotion to God is not conditional on his

logical understanding. As Avraham raises the

knife, an angel appears, telling him not to touch

Yitzchak, presenting a ram to be offered instead.

Avraham is praised for his faith.

Question: How did the ram first appear to

Avraham? (22:13)  Answer on bottom of page 6.

Haftarah Second Day
The prophet Yirmiyahu (Jeremiah) was not only

a voice of warning and grief. He was also a

prophet of hope, evident throughout the

haftarah, which contains the moving depiction of

the matriarch Rachel, the ‘mother of Israel’,

crying from her grave for her exiled children. God

comforts her that, in her merit, the Jews will

eventually return.
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Treasuring Individuality 

by Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis

Our Mussaf Amidah for Rosh

Hashanah offers a valuable

insight into the way God

relates to us. 

We recite the words of 

the heathen prophet Bilam:

“He has not seen iniquity in Yaakov; neither has

He seen perverseness in Israel. The Lord their

God is with them; the King will be among them”

(Bemidbar 23:21). 

Traditionally, w
e understand ‘He’ in this context

to refer to God. Since God has not seen iniquity

in the Children of Israel, He is with them. 

But, Rabbi Aharon-Ya'akov Greenberg (d. 1963)

in Iturei Torah offers an alternative explanation.

He says that, in fact, th
e Torah is referring to the

human capacity for judging others favourably

and always seeking out their virtue. He

understands the verse as saying that since the

people do not see iniquity in each other, God is

with them. God is comfortable in the presence of

those who are comfortable in the presence of

their fellows.

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of our Father 4:3, see green

siddur p.546) teaches: “There is no person who

does not have their hour”. S
imply put, th

ere are

immeasurable qualities in every person, if o
nly

we had the patience and disposition to discover

and appreciate them. 

This principle is reinforced by the manner in

which the Israelites were counted in the

wilderness. They were commanded: “Take the

sum of all the congregations of the Children of

Israel….by counting their heads” (Bemidbar 1:2).

Surprisingly, a
t a later tim

e, King David and the

le were punished severely for the census

 
 hmuel, 2:24).  W

hy did David’s action

 
 

 f God, while Moshe, on no

 
 

 

 did likewise at the

   

The answer lie
s in the methodology adopted.

David undertook a count, w
hich reduced each

individual to a statistic. Since every human being

is unique and created in the image of God, it i
s

anathema for us to regard anyone as a mere

number.

Rashi (d. 1105) explains that Moshe’s approach -

“by counting their heads” – was in fact by

counting a half-shekel per person. It w
as not the

people who were counted, but rather the

contribution that they made, as a result of which

the total number was determined. 

The Shelah Hakadosh (Rabbi Yeshaya Horowitz

d. 1630), expounding on the phrase “by counting

their heads”, suggests that every person is a rosh

– a head. Everyone has the potential to reach

great heights and thus their individuality must be

counted and treasured.

Rosh Hashanah calls upon us to reflect on all our

relationships – family, f
riends, neighbours, work

colleagues and community. 
Let us resolve to

invest the effort re
quired to love more and to care

more, to give more and to cherish more. Let us

seek out the virtue in others. 

As we come closer to each other, so we come

closer to God. 

 
 

 

   
  

  
 

Rosh Hashanah
The Fast of Gedaliah is on Wednesday, starting at 4.47am 

and ending at 8.04pm
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Candles for Second Night Rosh Hashanah

should be lit after 8.15pm. Rosh Hashanah

ends in London on Tuesday night at 8.12pm

Shana Tova

From The US & the Daf Hashavua Team

           

Become a Daf Hashavua Sponsor
 

Celebrate a simcha or remember a loved one. 
For more information email dfox@theus.org.uk 

or call 020 8343 6261

          




